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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The silence of the night is broken with an explosion of light. A
young man riding an ebony Unicorn is being pursued by a grotesque giant Draguana. And so the
journey begins. Jarith and Nexus, the Ebony Unicorn strive to get the Ancient Scrolls to the Halls of
the Magi before Zeeka, the giant winged Draguana can obtain them. In so doing they experience
many unexpected happenings and face many dangers. After meeting Leadoria, Shape-shifter they
visit Under-Willow where Jarith learns of his destiny and they encounter the Earwhizzle; The Forlorn
Forest with its odorous Stink Wattle trees, The Dream State with Zeeka still on their heels. Finally
they flee to the Mountains of a Thousand Worlds where they discover different worlds within the
huge caverns. The Ice Kingdom and the Castle of Reflection with all its creepy night creatures and
nightmares; The Cave wherein lives the Cavern Serpent and the Djinn of the deepest way and
longest years. They encounter Persephine, Goddess of the Other World - in the Cavern of Past and
Future. Then, in that same cavern they meet...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life period will probably be convert as soon as you
comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe

A really wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. I actually have study and i am sure that i am going to gonna read through once more yet
again in the future. I am pleased to explain how this is actually the finest ebook we have study inside my personal daily life and might be he finest book for
at any time.
-- K r isty Str om a n-- K r isty Str om a n
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